
RENTAL AGREEMENT 
 
Renter Name:________________________________ Contact Phone Number:_____________ 

Email:______________________________________ Rental Price: ______________________ 

Mailing Address:_______________________________________________________________ 

Rental Date: _______________ Time Out: _______________ Pickup Time: ______________ 

Equipment Out: _______________________________________________________________ 

Additional Rider Name: ________________________________________________________ 

 
______ I, the renter, shall obey all state, federal and local boating regulations, laws, ordinances and lawful 
directives from appropriate emergency or law enforcement personnel, while operating or renting paddle 
boards or equipment from Mean Moose Boards. I understand that I am solely responsible for any citation or 
violation occurring during the use of, or as the result of using, rental boards or equipment from Mean 
Moose Boards.  
 
______ I understand that my credit card information will be on file and charged for the full amount of my 
rental agreement. I am responsible for the return of this equipment in the same condition in which I 
received it. I agree to pay in full for any repairs or replacement if the equipment is damaged, lost or stolen, 
plus the cost of the time it takes to replace the equipment. Late returns will be charged $25 per hour. 
 
______ I am aware that Stand Up Paddleboarding (SUP) poses potential risks and I am aware of the 
dangers of SUP. I understand that Mean Moose Boards is in no way responsible for my safety or the safety 
of the equipment I am renting. I understand that Mean Moose Boards makes no guarantee as to the fitness 
or suitability of the equipment. I am fully responsible for my own safety and for the equipment.  
 
______ I agree to assume all risks in connection with the use of the equipment, whether foreseen or 
unforeseen and whether or not caused by the fault or negligence of Mean Moose Boards and its employees. 
I also agree to release Mean Moose Boards and its employees from all liability for any harm, injury or 
damage, which may befall myself, or the equipment I rent. I have had all medical examinations I believe 
necessary and assume responsibility for my physical fitness and capability to use the equipment. I agree to 
have repaired or replaced in a manner acceptable to Mean Moose Boards any of the equipment damaged 
while I am renting it.  
 
______ I understand the United States Coast Guard regulations stipulate that all paddlers are required to 
have a US Coast Guard approved Personal Floatation Device (PFD) and that Mean Moose Boards supplies 
and requires all Renters to wear a US Coast Guard approved PFD at all times while on the water.  
 
______ I understand that use of a PFD does not remove all risks of injury, nor does PFD use make 
paddleboarding a safe activity. RENTER EXPRESSLY ASSUMES THE RISKS OF THE ACTIVITY. 
 
______ I understand operating a paddleboard under the influence of alcohol and other drugs is dangerous 
and that Mean Moose Boards highly discourages the use or consumption of alcohol and other drugs while 
paddling. Any persons showing up to a rental appointment clearly impaired will not be allowed to rent and 
will be charged the full cost of the rental.  
 
______ I understand the paddleboards have weight capacities (235 LBS for the Cruiser and 245 LBS for 
the Versa). I, and any child riders, coolers and additional gear, are within this weight limit and will not 
exceed this weight limit. I understand that exceeding this weight capacity is dangerous to riders and could 
result in equipment malfunction and injury or death to the riders. 
 
______ I understand if I am renting with a child rider, I am responsible for his or her safety and actions. He 
or she will be supplied with a US Coast Guard approved PFD and required to wear it at all times. 
 
______ I understand that one member of the party must be over the age of 18 and must accompany the 
group on the water. 
 
______ I understand there shall be no other persons using Mean Moose Board’s equipment other than those 
on this rental agreement. 
 
I have fully informed myself of the contents of this agreement.  
 
 
Renter’s Signature: ________________________________________________ Date: _________________ 


